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Introduction.
Nowdays the automotive industry represents one of the pillars of the world economy and
it is consideraded one of the industries that literally moves the world. This has been
manifested in the accelerated establishment of companies for the production of parts
and components to supply this exclusive industrial sector, as it does the gigant hydraulic
potency in the world, Gates.
Gates corporation have its headquarters in Denver Co. USA, and is one of the main
manufacturers of potency transmission equipments, likeways of involucreated elements
in the fluid flow in industrial, automotive machinery. One of the principal focus of this
Company is the manufacture of critical elemets, in aplications where the cost per failure
is relatively higher tan the cost of the product. Gates its a subsidiary Company, whos
total property is of Tomkins plc, which it is an internationally group of companies
dedicated to the manufacture of elements as well as to the manufacture of equipment
for the industrial, automotive and construction sectors. Gates operate in 70 facilities,
they are in 20 countries, including 43 manufacturing plants and 27 distribution centers.
The attachment of the current regulations it’s one of the principals worrys of the
automotive industry, because is vital to ensure the quality of the products, that’s the why
of the elaboration of this Project.
Later of a exhaustive investigation of equipments used in this “Cheking Fixture” área,
and the most suitable materials for its manufacture, it has been opted for choosen a styl
“saddle” type, modificated for the gauge proposed, machined in a polyacetal
thermoplastic polymer also known like “delrin” in order to save on materials and offer an
economic equipment, durable, trustworthy and easy for the user.
The measure device has a rigid base that at the time present three elements of mechanic
sujection by “clamps” of which are located at the end of the device for total restriction of
the freedom degrees, these have springs for self-holding, because the diameter of the
hose may tend to vary. In turn there are 2 gages to measure internal diameter, each of
which has two different diameters representative of the tolerances indicated in the norm
SAEJ20 for hoses 20E4 (Radiator Hose for Normal Service)
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At the end points of the hose a length lauge is located, because this characteristic is
critical. This device is able to guarantee the proper operation of the hose in the car.
When installed at the end of a production line or at the beggining of an assembly line
allows the operator to make a quick inspection of the variables and attributes that are
critical to ensure the correct assembly and at the same time evaluate the reliability in the
process of parts manufacturing.
Knowledge combined to achive the purpose
Through the information of a interdisciplinary team, it has been integrated the knowledge
and skills necessary to carry out the design and fabrication of a prototype of “Cheking
Fixture” whose purpouse of to offer a capability system, able to verify the cumpliment of
some of the quality standars applicable in the production of elements for the automotive
industry.
Among the disciplines that make up the participanting team, it is the industrial engineer
área, which is responsable to provide the bases and orientation of the control and
optimization of the process also of the implementation of the metologies and strategies
that ensure the quality in the good or services.
On the other hand, The other part of the design, dimensioning, field tests and
manufacture techniques has been given to the participants corresponse to the área of
Engineering in Mechatronics.
The synergy obtain shows the potential of the integration, like a mechanism for the
efective solution of problems that involve to the industrial sector.
Solution that is being offered with the measure fixture
With the aim to providing a device to give solution one of the main problems today, that
there are present in the automotive sector, such as the inspection of the parts that will
be part of a motor vehicle, or some of the auxiliar sistems that make it up, we elaborated
this manual which is intended to to give a broad description of the caracteristics,
operation and functionality of the equipment, that allows faster detection of
manufacturing defects, which reflect non compliance whit specified tolerances for the
elements properties for the flexible curve (of the hose) designed like conection
element between the flow of coolant in the inside of motor and heat exchanger device
of convection forced, that is in the front part of the vehicle(radiator).
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By using this device we can quickly verify that the dimensioning of the part complies with
the corresponding measurements and tolerances. The dimensions to be tested will be
the linear length of the hose and the inside diameter of both ends, as well as the
deviation of the angles because of the excess length or insufficiency of the same.
DEVELOPMNET OF THE PROYECT
1. Fabrication of the piece process
The main polymer used in the manufacture of hoses for the transport of refrigerants is
EPDM (ethylene propylene diene rubber) as it is quite resistant to hot water flow and to
ethylene glycol commonly used as antifreeze. EPDM also has great weather resistance
especially to ozone attack, which causes cracking in most unsaturated polymers.
The technique for the manufacture of hoses for refrigerant ranges from the reinforcement
of fiber in the hose to the fabric and textile braiding. The reinforcement of fiber in rubber
is a process patented and licensed by some companies.
Curved hoses are used in a wide variety of applications such as interconnection media
for automotive cooling systems
Extrusion of the fiber reinforced composite takes place through a conventional, cold fed
extruder but in the die region, the extrusion expands diametrically very fast to give a
significant amount of radial and axial orientation to the fiber reinforcement, this allows A
reasonable balance between the axial and radial reinforcement for the element to reach
an adequate working pressure.
The hoses may be produced straight or curved, in the case of the latter, manufacture
involves the movement of the die in the extruder head in a specific direction. Recently
with the implementation of a computerized control system, the die can move a fixed
amount in different directions. It is possible to produce fiber reinforced hoses in various
ways, using a Computahose system, simply by installing the appropriate program since
the system is a very ingenious way to produce curved hoses.
Despite all this, even today most refrigerant hoses are produced by ancient methods,
one of which is the extrusion of a liner through a textile machine, and then extruding a
cover onto the reinforcement Of textile fabric.
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2. Drawing the checking fixture
2.1.- Dimensions of the piece.

The purpose of this section is to make known the process that is being carried out for
the dimensioning of the piece in question. Syste Software Inc.'s SigmaScan Pro ©
software has been used as an alternative to obtain the dimensions and thus to show
accurate results.
Figure 2.1.1 shows scale selection, which the software will refer to by selecting a known
length (as is the rule). After a new distance is chosen, in this case the reference value
49.51 will be as a new distance of 10 mm.
Once the scale to be measured by SigmaScan Pro © is known, the quantities to be
measured must be entered into the software. Figure 2.1.2 shows boxes with different
functions. Depending on the characteristic to be measured, the box with the
corresponding function is selected.

FIGURE 2.1.2.-Choosing Functions
FIGURE 2.1.1- Establishing Scale
Figure 2.1.3 shows how the lines are drawn in the hose, obtaining more accurate data
from a distance. In the upper part of the piece we can guide a line across the surface for
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both straight parts and curves, in each stroke you get a complete record of the different
distances that we go through to the end point (end to end ).
The distances collected in the sigma scan pro are stored in a spreadsheet as shown in
the figures (2.1.5,2.1.6,2.1.7)
With distances of small strokes that are added, we obtain the complete distance. By
doing 10 times the same procedure, we make an arithmetic mean and obtain a more
precise distance.
The piece was marked to know where it begins and where it ends the radius or curvature
of the same ends, obtaining 3 different lengths (upper, lower, middle).

FIGURE 2.1.3.- Traces on the hose

FIGURE 2.1.4.- Distances obtained
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FIGURE 2.1.5.- Lower and upper length recorded in Excel

FIGURE 2.1.6.- Length of average part recorded in Excel

The analysis of different measurements performed on the piece are stored in an Excel
sheet, and then applied statistic, as is the arithmetic mean and get a value for the
design.
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FIGURE 2.1.7.- Total length vs obtained in parts in Excel

A comparison is made with the sum of the 3 previous lengths obtained, vs photo of the
entire length of the piece.
It is intended to make a field sampling for the dimensioning of our fixture, in several
chevy cars. (Figure 2.1.7).
2.2.- DESIGN IN SOFWARE SOLID WORKS
In Figure 2.2.1 The general sketch of the 3D model to be elaborated, which consists of the trace of the
basic shape of the piece to be designed, firstly located in the raised plane and drawing the sketch from
the point 0,0,0 (X, Y, Z ), First with approximate lengths to reality and then to delimit the actual
measurements

Figure 2.2.1.- Main outline sketches.
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Coupling of the main sketch. During this step we take the measurements of the model
in physical, to be able to replicate it faithfully to the reality, taking the distances to the
center line of the angles and the angles taking as reference the XY plane, see
Figure. 2.2.2.- Sketch dimensions (measured in mm).
Part of the main model was
made by parts to facilitate its
construction, and in Figure
2.2.3 can be observed the
dimensioning of the new
sketch, being the one
belonging to the narrowing
present in the piece to be
replicated
Figura. 2.2.3.- Limitation of the second sketch
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During the process of
creating the model, a third
sketch
was
made.
Because the piece to be
replicated
has
two
different diameters, it is
necessary to divide the
process in parts, as we
can see in Figure
2.2.4.Acotamiento
del
tercer croquis,
Figure. 2.2.4.- Limitation of the third sketch.
Limitation of diameter sketch of
general sketch.
As a requirement to perform
operations, a reference profile is
required, we place a circular profile
with the measurement obtained
from the physical measurements, to
proceed to apply a sweep
operation, following the main
sketch.
Figure. 2.2.5.- Limitation of botton diameter.
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Limitation of the initial sweep diameter
In order to apply the coating process, two
diameters are required as reference, one
initial and one final, in this limitation the
initial dimension is specified.

Figure. 2.2.6.- Limitation of the coating diameter initial.

Limitation of the final sweep diameter.
To finish the coating process, it is
necessary to specify the final diameter,
taking the data of the aforementioned
measurements.

Figure. 2.2.7.- Limitation of the final sweeping diameter.

Limitation of the end sizing of
general sketch.
During this process the final
diameter of the piece is specified,
which is the same as the diameter
of the previous figure.
Figure. 2.2.8.- Limitation of thefinal diameter of the general sketch
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Sweeping operation of the main sketch.
Application of sweeping operation taking
as a reference the circular profile of the
initial diameter and taking as a route the
main sketch until the beginning of the next
operation.
Figure. 2.2.9.- Sweeping operation of the main
sketch.

Coating operation.
During this process, the reference
diameters were used, in order to obtain
a process similar to the sweep, making
a reduction of diameter, from the initial
diameter to the end, obtaining a form of
narrowing.

Figura. 2.2.10.- Coating operation.

Finish of the Model
To finish with the design of the model we
make the final extrusion, which is from the
end of the coating operation to a larger
diameter
Figure. 2.2.11.- .Finish of the Model
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Assembing.
With the creation of the piece in 3D we
proceed to perform a simulation of
installation, taking into account factors of
actual assembly and assigning the position
as a reference to the XZ plane and to
appreciate a more complete view.

Figure 2.2.12.- Assembling.
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Cancellation of degrees of
freedom
In this step the complement of
the base block is created,
which will act as a clamp to be
able to cancel all possible
degrees of freedom in the
XYZ planes and thus to
achieve the simulation of the
connection in the automotor

Figure. 2.2.13.- Cancellation of
freedom degrees.

Figure. 2.2.14.- Cheking Fixture
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2.2.3 GD&T

Figure 2.2.3.1 GD&T Bloque 1.

See attached figure 1 in annexed 1

3. Drawing of the measuring device.

No

1

Measuring
device ‘s name

DIAL
INDICATOR

ID

Measuring
range

1 in

Resolution, readability
or mínimum division

0.001 in

2

17

Feature number
To be measured

1
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4.- Estimated Cost Analysis VS Actual Cost
4. 1.- Executive summary: With the objective of creating a verifying system of quality
standards in the automotive industry of the team "Venados Itsu" has gathered the
knowledge and skills necessary to carry out the design and manufacture of a prototype
of "The fixation check" with the problem solving solution in the industrial sector, such as
mainly the inspection of parts that are part of a motor vehicle or the auxiliary systems
that make up, in addition a manual has been created in order to provide a Description of
the characteristics, operation and operation of the analyzer of abnormalities in the
manufactured parts. The manufacture of this prototype has been made with less
expensive materials compared to those currently used, always maintaining the quality
of the same, generated a reduction in the cost of said prototype.
4.2.- Mission: At Itsu Venados we work hard to offer systems capable of providing a
100% accurate analysis in the verification of the automotive parts standards.
4.3.- Vision 2022: To be the number one company in the country manufacturer of
Checking Fixture.
4.4.- Values: The team "Venados Itsu" has the following values:
• Responsibility
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• Commitment
• Quality
•Teamwork
4.5.- Overview of the team: Venados Itsu is made up of an interdisciplinary team with
students in the area of Industrial Engineering, in charge of the control and optimization
of the processes as well as the implementation of strategies for the application of quality
methodologies. Students of the area of Engineering in Mechatronics, in charge of the
design, sizing, tests and techniques of manufacture

4.6 .- SWOT Analysis
STRENGTHS

OPPORTUNITIES

• Innovation

• Growth of the automotive industry

• Interdisciplinary group

• Advice for the realization of the prototype

• Vision

• They have the necessary resources

• Persevering
•Teamwork
THREATS

WEAKNESSES

• Lack of experience

• Competence

• Lack of knowledge of the area
•Lack of time
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4.7.- Objectives:
Short term: Design and create a Checking Fixure that meets the necessary
characteristics that catalog it as a 100% reliable system in the verification of
standards in automotive parts.

Medium Term: To manufacture and improve processes and costs of the Checking
Fixure. Sell it all over the country.
Long Term: To be the number one company in the sale of Checking Fixure
worldwide.

4.8.- Location: The project was carried out in the facilities of the Higher Technological
Institute of Uruapan, mainly in the mechatronics laboratory.

4.9.- Analysis of the product:
The Checking Fixure is designed as a connection element between the coolant flow
ducts inside the engine and the forced convection heat exchanger device located on the
front of the vehicle (radiator).
Refrigerant transport hoses are made of ethylene propylene diene rubber as it is quite
resistant to the flow of hot water and ethylene glycol and is also weather resistant.
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4.10.- Requerimientos de maquinaria y equipo:
EQUIPMENT AND MATERIAL PURCHASED
Item

Description

quantity
2

Unit
Cost
$1,096.44

Total
Cost
$2192.88

Toogle Clamp
powertec
20.301

Accesorio de
sujeción
de

1

$399

$399

Tuerca de acero

6

$0.50

$3.00

Tornillo 5/8x1” Tornillo
de
cóncavo
acero para fijar
los elementos a
la placa de
acero
Placa de acero Base
del
Inox.
checking
57.6x36.5cm
FIxture

12

$5.83

$70

1

$180

$180

Bloque Delrin Material
61x61x2.54cm
termoplástico,
semicristalino
de gran dureza
y resistencia
Barra cilíndrica Material
Delrin L=30cm termoplástico,
d=3cm
semicristalino
de gran dureza
y resistencia
Norma GD&T Norma donde
pocket
se especifica
las tolerancias

1

$4950

$4950

1

$700

$700

1

$1363.32

$1363.63

Indicador
de Accesorio para
caratula
de medir
precisión 0-1
tolerancias

1

$580

$580

Cortador
Herramienta
vertical de 4 cortante para
gavilanes
de CNC
1/8”

1

$354

$354

Toogle
235-U

Clamp Accesorio
sujeción

Tuercas de 3/8”
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Material purchased and manufacturing costs disaggregated.
Electric energy consumption for the creation of different parts from the Derlin block.
Description
Delrin Part #1
Delrin Part #2
Delrin Part #3
Delrin Part #4
Delrin Part #5
Delrin Part #6
Delrin Part #7
Delrin Part #8
Delrin Part #9
Delrin Part #10
Delrin Part #11
Delrin Part #12
TOTAL

COMPUTADORA + CNC
Operation time (m)
kWh
Charge for kWh
35
0.34998
0.9783
45
0.45
0.9783
25
0.25
0.9783
20
0.19998
0.9783
25
0.25
0.9783
22
0.22
0.9783
20
0.19998
0.9783
10
0.1
0.9783
10
0.1
0.9783
25
0.25
0.9783
45
0.45
0.9783
30
0.3
0.9783
$

Cost
0.34238543
0.440235
0.244575
0.19564043
0.244575
0.215226
0.19564043
0.09783
0.09783
0.244575
0.440235
0.29349
3.05

Work cost per piece:
NOTE: For the manufacture of the pieces derived from the Delrin block, an Engineer
was paid the amount of $ 220.00, which divided the salary between the working day (8
hours), resulting in the payment of $ 27.5 per hour of work.

Item
Delrin Part #1
Delrin Part #2
Delrin Part #3
Delrin Part #4
Delrin Part #5
Delrin Part #6
Delrin Part #7
Delrin Part #8
Delrin Part #9
Delrin Part #10

COST OF WORK PER PIECE
Operation
Payment per
Time (Hr)
hour

Operation
time (m)
35
45
25
20
25
22
20
10
10
25

0.58333
0.75000
0.41667
0.33333
0.41667
0.36667
0.33333
0.16667
0.16667
0.41667
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$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

27.50
27.50
27.50
27.50
27.50
27.50
27.50
27.50
27.50
27.50

Payment to the
operator
16.0416
20.625
11.4583
9.1666
11.4583
10.0833
9.16666
4.5833
4.5833
11.45833
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Delrin Part #11
Delrin Part #12

45
30

0.75000 $
0.50000 $

27.50
27.50

20.625
13.75

TOTAL COST OF PRODUCING CHECKING FIXTURE
In the section cost per piece, the cost also includes the labor and consumption of
electric energy. Each of the articles with the name Block Delrin, are pieces derived
from it.
MATERIAL AND EQUIPMENT
DESCRIPTION
Toggle Clamp Powertec 20.301
Toggle Clamp 235-U
Nut (3/8”)
Screws (5/8 x1 cóncavo)
Vertical Cut ( 4 gavilanes de 1/8)
Stainless steel plate (57.6 x 36.5 cm)
Delrin Part #1
Delrin Part #2

COST PER PIECE
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
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1,096.44
399.00
0.50
5.89
354.00
180.00
466.38
471.07

QUANTITY

TOTAL

2
1
6
12
1
1
1
1

$ 2,192.88
$
399.00
$
3.00
$
70.68
$
354.00
$
180.00
$
466.38
$
471.07
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Delrin Part #3
Delrin Part #4
Delrin Part #5
Delrin Part #6
Delrin Part #7
Delrin Part #8
Delrin Part #9
Delrin Part #10
Delrin Part #11
Delrin Part #12
Rule AC Ultimate GD y T Pocket
Indicador de carátula de precisión 0-1

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

461.70
459.36
461.70
460.30
459.36
454.68
454.68
461.70
371.07
464.04
1,363.52
580.00

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
TOTAL

$
461.70
$
459.36
$
461.70
$
460.30
$
459.36
$
454.68
$
454.68
$
461.70
$
371.07
$
464.04
$ 1,363.52
$
580.00
$ 10,589.12

The cost of producing Checking Fixure is $ 10,589.12 however in order to have the
solvency to cover any unforeseen was added to this amount a 20% on the value of its
manufacture, giving a final cost of $ 12,706,944

5. Instruction of the Measuring Device.

6. Concusiones
7. Lecciones aprendidas
In the development of the project several activities were carried out which will be
detailed, through which the researcher acquired a series of knowledge, which will be
applied not only in this but also in future investigations.
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The first thing that was done to begin with the development of checking fixture, was the
dimensioning of the piece, for it was first used a rule to determine the straight distance;
Several measurements were made and between each measurement was a deviation
of millimeters.

The next challenge was to measure the curve; At first it was not known that it was
the radius in the hose, until it was investigated in Internet, therefore the equipment
began to familiarize itself with this term.
It was assumed that this part was already covered, until the corresponding standards
were investigated. The team noticed that they had minimum tolerances, this situation
was worrisome, therefore more exact measures were taken and we investigate which
method was most feasible; With these actions the team decided that software would
be the best way.
With the software Sigma Scan Pro the dimensioning of the piece was obtained:
lengths, angles and corresponding radii.
For the diameters it was determined that it would not be optimal to use the vernier,
because with a simple extra effort the measurement tended to varear, therefore the
catalog was used, which was used to know what type of car belonged to the hose (
CH-140482). This resulted in the vehicle called Chevy.
In the next stage, already having the well dimensioned piece was continued to take
the measurements in the respective chevy. The first chevy was a pop 2000, it was
known that the margin of error would be very little, so it was immediately chosen to
use software, but Sigma Scan pro could not supply in this part, so it was investigated
and it was determined that Autocad would be the best option.
Now the question would be: it is enough a chevy to know the dimensioning of the
checking fixture?
After considering this question, the team determined that 20 chevys would be
required by the standard.
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It is important to mention that in the process of application of the project some
problems arose, since in some occasions the use of chevy was refused for research
purposes.
However, despite of limitations the work continued and it was established that the
chevys to be taken for sampling, would were on a straight surface, with the car off
and the engine cold.
In the design part, emphasis was placed on SolidWorks software, extra functions
were used, from part design (hose), mold, clamps and GD & T specification.
It can be emphasized that with these activities the team acquired more practice in
the use of the program.
During development, we had several ideas and several concepts, of what is a
checking fixture. One of the first ideas was to automate this stage of the automotive
industry to evaluate not only five but all the pieces that came to the company. For
this to be possible, a prolonged period would be necessary, since the machine would
determine if the pieces would be in Perfect condition and that these would fit in the
automotive device.

With investigations, it was known that this is not feasible for the automotive industry,
since it is manufactured on average a chevy every 30 seconds, therefore it was
established that the strategy proposed would not be ideal.
The checking part is very important in the automotive industry, and what was
intended was that it was as fast as possible. Looking for information in different
sources about this subject, it was known that there are 2 types of checkup. It was
decided to use Go no Go and dial gauge test indicator.
Regarding the design of the device, there were several changes, first thought was a
semicircular insurance with visagra. For the restriction of movement, the two ends
were coupled using magnets, it was identified that with a simple variation in diameter,
the piece would not be totally restricted, therefore, it was decreed that the method
used would not be correct; That is why we opted to use toogle clamps.
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In relation to the toogle clamp, the rubber that makes contact with the surface of the
hose is very hard, and if the clamp is left in that rigid part, the hose could suffer a
deformation that would cause error when making measurements in the piece. For
this reason it was agreed that the design of our cheking fixture is the ideal one for
the curved hose.
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